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Service Summary

YOU CAN OWN A FARM
We make it possible for anyone with the passion, skill and drive to own a farm.
We match aspiring farmers with retiring farmers and investors to own and operate a farm together.
By signing up as a Cultivate Farms member you will be eligible for farm transition opportunities that we have through retiring farmers, we will work
through your personal farm ownership transition plan and you will be helping us create a movement which opens up thousands of farm ownership
opportunities across Australia.
Sign up and help us to help you onto your farm.
Together we can spark a farming revolution and bring thousands of farmers, just like you, back to the land.
ASPIRING FARMER SERVICE OFFERING | CULTIVATE FARMS
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What Cultivate Farms does

FOCUSED ON RELATIONSHIPS
We know how hard it is for a young family to find the capital required to own and operate their own farm - so we started Cultivate Farms. We want to
rejuvenate regional Australia by putting farming back up the top of the career list for anyone.
We match a retiring farmer with an aspiring farming family to transition ownership of the farm over time.
Once matched, we leave it with both parties to work out the details of the transition with the support of trusted advisors.
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Connecting
People
for Growth

Mission: Breaking down barriers to
cultivate healthy farming.
Vision:

Rejuvenated farming
communities that nourish
Australia.

© 2018 Cultivate Farms. All rights reserved.
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Solutions
Cultivate Farms is focused
on creating solutions for
everyone connected with
farming and food (so…
everyone). This often means
taking pioneering steps to
solve problems in new ways.
We focus on finding
positive and inspiring
solutions based on
knowledge, insight, integrity
and commitment to the
cause. Cultivate Farms’
solutions mindset will open
up possibilities for farmers,
nature and our world.

Connection
We believe that
relationships that stand
the test of time are built
on shared values, beliefs
and aspirations. Bringing
the right people together
and connecting them for
a positive future requires
skill and empathy. We
connect people to each
other, and to the earth, in
order to nourish the
world.

Ownership
Commitment requires
ownership of the process,
product and outcome.
Cultivate Farms puts the
ownership of farming
back
in the hands of the people
who care about it most
(farmers). Only by giving
people ownership can
they enjoy the
responsibility
over their lives, future,
community and nature.

Cultivation
The world is rich in
potential; human,
animals, plants and soil.
To unlock and multiply
this potential we must
invest in people,
communities, the
economy and nature.
Through careful and
focused nurturing of
these elements we will
rejuvenate the world and
bring out the best it
has to offer.

Articles about us.
Domain | he business helping farmers when they need it most
ABC Country Hour (1 hour interview)
The Land | Digital start-up targets want-to-be farmers, land owners and investors
ABC | Farmers want a farm: Turning the dream of a life on the land to reality can be tough
Weekly Times | Agriculture’s future: Matchmaker guides best and brightest into farming
Border Mail | We’re the tinder for farming
The West Australian | Farm succession service match made in heaven
Awards
AMP Tomorrow Maker Award
Lightbulb Moments | Regional Australia Institute | 2017 Winners
Meat and Livestock Australia | Producer Innovation Fast Track Recipient
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How it works.

We know that the ability for the next generation of farmers to own a farm is nearly impossible because the Cultivate Farms team are aspiring
farmers. Farms aren’t going to get cheaper and most people aren’t going to be wealthy enough to purchase a farm. So we have developed
Cultivate Farms to match the best next generation farmers with those how have the land and/or the funds to farm.
Together, Cultivate Farms works with aspiring farmers to develop a farm ownership pathway plan. We develop specific solutions to help you to
get onto your dream farm based on your skills, situation, farming preferences and location.
The Cultivate Farms team are also finding farm ownership opportunities across the country and investors to back aspiring farmers.
Our focus is ensuring that any aspiring farmer we match has ownership of the land and/or business. We know ownership is key for aspiring
farmers and this is what we deliver.
We will ensure that you are equity owner (with as little as 1%), receive a wage and annual incentives, and have the ongoing support of farming
experts.
Your farm is out there. It is completely possible for you to own a farm. It may not be that you own the whole thing outright, but you can find the
right people to work with and co-own a farm together and live your dream.
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Farm ownership pathway.
There are many ways to get there, but everyone can find their own path and we are
here to help and fast-track where we can.

Inspiration
Watch our content.
Sign up as a member. Fill in your details properly
because If we don’t know what sort of farming you
want to do, we can’t contact you about
opportunities. Also farmers and investors won’t be
able to head hunt you.
Discovery
Keep an eye on farm opportunities that come to
Cultivate Farms from retiring farmers
Training
Now you have the hope of ownership, but in the
hard yards and learn everything you can about
running a profitable farm
Employment
Get a job on a farm and learn the ropes from the
best.
Self employment
Find a farm for sale and pitch it to investors with
Cultivate Farms' support. We have developed the
Farm Pitching Template for anyone to download for
free. We believe in the power of aspiring famers
taking their future into their own hands and taking
farm investment opportunities to investors. But
unless you have written down your proposal we
can’t help you take this to investors. So download,
find a farm to pitch and let’s get cracking.

© 2018 Cultivate Farms. All rights reserved.

What you shouldn’t do.

a) Don’t just think a farm is going to come to you. This is the first
step in a long road to your farm ownership. It is going to take hard
work and hustle and persistence

c) Don’t be a stranger. Keep interacting with us online, email and
social media. Let us know what you are doing so we can continually
think about how we can help you out.

b) Don’t get depressed that it is taking a long time to find your farm
pathway. You ultimately only need to convince one person and you
are on your farm. You have to kiss a lot of toads! So get used to
kissing and have the mindset that this will take years, but you have
to hustle every day.

d) Don’t think that if you tell other people about what we are doing
you are less likely to get on your farm. The opposite will happen. We
need more people to find out so that we have more farms coming in
and so that you can use our momentum and attention to get
discussions going at a local scale which will open doors for farm
opportunities for you.
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Case Study 1 | Freeland Pork

ALCHERRA: PUTTING THE POWER INTO THE HANDS OF THE BEST NEXT GEN FARMERS
Freeland Pork (Domain article)
Aspiring farmers backed by investors
to co-own a farm together.
100 acre free range pig farm Kyabram
Victoria - Freeland Pork Instagram
Transitioning ownership to a next
generation farmer over time

Pitch your farm
In December 2017, 13 aspiring farmers pitched their dream
environmentally friendly farm investment opportunity to an investor.
Every pitch was reviewed by Odonata and investors and the best
farm investment opportunity was selected - Claire and Marc Coates
farming operation called Freeland Pork.

Finding more farmers
The investor enjoyed the process so much that they are
eager to complete this process many times. They were
impressed with the quality and variety of proposals and
it solved a problem for them; they have investment but
lack time to find the farms and farmers.

Due diligence
Over the next few months, due diligence was completed on Freeland
Pork and the investor met with the aspiring farmers a number of
times. Both parties connected and they developed a joint vision for
the farming operation. Legal arrangements were entered into and a
plan for 50/50 ownership of the land and business was developed
and they were farming on 5 June 2018. Cultivate Farms provide
ongoing farm advisory, relationship support and marketing advice.

We expect that this process will uncover more
investors who will follow the lead of this investor and
also invest in the best farmers and their farm ownership
opportunity.

CMA BIODIVERSITY IMPACT INVESTMENT PROJECT | SEPTEMBER 2018
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Case Study 2 | Judy and Charlie Hocking.

Judy and Charlie Hocking
(Podcast inerview)
3,500 acres central Victoria
Transitioning ownership to a next
generation farmer over time

Handing on to the next generation
Judy and Charlie Hocking own 4,500 acres north of Bendigo and
have been eager to hand their farm onto the next generation.
Their kids aren’t interested and their previous employee left
without much warning. They came to Cultivate Farms to find a
top next gen farmer they could work with, mentor and allow
them to earn their way into ownership.
Matching.
After discussions with the Cultivate Farms team a public
campaign was initiated to find the aspiring farmer. Within a
month they had found a farmer they were completely
comfortable partnering with and now they are working through
an ownership transition model that will see the aspiring farming
couple earn their way into the farm over the next 20 years.

CMA BIODIVERSITY IMPACT INVESTMENT PROJECT | SEPTEMBER 2018

More looking to step back.
Match making is the core of Cultivate Farms operation. By
connecting like minded people we can transition land from one
generation to the next and ensure it benefits both parties, the
community and the land.
We are continuing to find retirement aged farmers who are looking
to step back, but not off the farm. They want to transition
ownership and their only limitation is finding the right farmers.
Through this model Cultivate Farms are confident that can
rejuvenate regional communities and our landscape health.
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Case studies.
3.

4.

5.

Option to buy after trial period

First option to buy the land

Business-only buy out

Andy will work for Sam as an
employee for eight to 12 months to
see if they work well together. Andy
will then be the general manager of
Sam’s farm for three years when he
will have the option to buy the farm for
80 percent of its fair market value at
the time of sale.

Placing a value on the life estate that was
agreeable to both parties took four years,
but in 2009 they were able to make a
modification on the Deed of Trust,

A share of the crop revenue and buy-in
by the aspiring farmers into the
business.
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What is holding you back from owning your farm?

Here are a range of scenarios that could be holding you back from
owning your farm. We will help to remove these barriers for you.
• You have the skills and experience, but you lack the capital to
purchase the farm you want in the location you want.
• You could save for your farm, but we calculated that on the
average wage and to save for a deposit for an average farm that
you’ll be saving for 30 years. We think that is far too long to wait.
• You don’t have avenues to investors who could back you onto
your farm and you don’t know how to go about finding them or
getting them to back you.
• You don’t have any examples of others who have gone before
and found a way to own a farm from scratch.
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What does transferring ownership mean.

There are many ways this ownership could be transferred. Our focus
first and foremost is to find the best matched farmer. Farmers should
continue to get advice for appropriate experts in working through the
specifics of ownership transition.

Find more details here

There are several options available for young farmers to manage land
assets owned by others to build a sustainable farm business. They
are:
• Leasing
• Share farming
• Lease to buy options
• Vendor finance
• Collaborative farming
• Joint venture/equity partnerships

ASPIRING FARMER SERVICE OFFERING | CULTIVATE FARMS
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Example aspiring farmer pathway.

Ben and Sandy have grown up in the country and have always
dreamed of having their own farm where they can raise their kids and
work the land. Ben has worked as a farm hand on a cattle farm for 7
years and Sandy works at a local accounting firm helping to run their
books. Ben and Sandy can’t afford to purchase a farm themselves
but have saved $100,000 and are well aware of what’s involved in
running their own farm through personal and professional experience.
They sign up to Cultivate Farms after watching all their content over
the past six months and they now have the confidence that they
could take their farming future into their own hands. Ben can only
handle working for someone else for a few more years. It is now or
never for them to have a crack at owning their farm. They sign up as
members and fill out their profiles with their personal and
professional experience and preferences and start searching for their
own farm opportunities.
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They find as many retirement aged farmers as they can and find ways
to get to know them and their intentions for their farm. They have a
couple of farmers who might be interested by one couple have
become mentors and are now seriously considering transitioning the
farm to Ben and Sandy.
A joint meeting is held with both parties and Cultivate Farms and a
range of options are discussed about how the transition could be
arranged. The farmers then go away with confidence that they can
find a solution and engage their advisors to work through the details.
Ben will work as an employee for 12 months to ensure they can get
along and after this date and when both parties agree, an ownership
plan will be enacted.
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Service fees.
Service

Free

Farm Ready

Price

$0

$150 plus GST $500 plus GST
annually
annually

Premium

Public farmer profile
Part of a movement of aspiring farmers across Australia
Stories of success
Notified of farm opportunities found by Cultivate Farms
Tips on how to get farm ready
Can develop farm investment proposals online
Access to our farm ownership templates
Referrals to advisors to help you work through solutions you need
Free Mercado market analysis membership (valued at $300 pa)
Financially backing the Cultivate Farms team to find more farm
opportunities
Ability to attend monthly webinars
Can submit investment proposal to investors via our platform
Eligible for farm opportunities found from Cultivate Farms
Can create account that is not publicly viewable
Eligible for hand selection by potential investors
Eligible for hand selection by retiring farmers
Review of your farmer profile to recommend improvements
Generic farm ownership plan advice
Discounts on partner opportunities
Tailored farm ownership plan with the Cultivate Farms team
2 phone discussions a year with Cultivate Farms Team
Referrals to the best farm, investment and finance advisors in
Australia
Blog interview promoted on our website and social media
Support finding retiring farmers in your preferred farming location
Priority access to the Cultivate Farms team for advice
Mentoring by an aspiring farmer who has been matched with an
investor
Support developing your farm ownership pitch
We target retiring farmers in the district with your profile online once a
year
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Help us to help you onto your farm.

By signing up as a Cultivate Farms member you will be eligible for farm transition
opportunities that we have through retiring farmers and we will work through
your farm ownership transition plan. Your support also makes a big difference for
our capacity to find more farm ownership opportunities for you and hundreds
farmers across Australia.
Sign up and help us to help you onto your farm. Together we can spark a
farming revolution and bring thousands of farmers, just like you, back to the land.
By talking about us and sharing our content on your social media, we will
continue to get the attention of the agriculture industry, retiring farmers and
investors. With this attention comes farm ownership opportunities. Your support
funds us to keep pushing, to keep presenting ideas and to keep front of line with
those who can make a difference for you.

ASPIRING FARMER SERVICE OFFERING | CULTIVATE FARMS
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The team.

Sam Marwood
Managing Director | Co-Founder
Sam is a community driven problem
solver from central Victoria who is
redefining the farming and agriculture
industry. With a background in
environmental science and social
entrepreneurship Sam spent his early
years as a policy advisor to the
Victorian Government before
connecting to his roots- farming and
all things the environment.
Having grown up on a dairy farm near
Dingee in Central Victoria, Sam knows
what the prospects are for next
generation farmers when their parents
won’t hand the farm on.

Tegan Hicks
Chief Heart Oﬃcer | Co-Founder
Tegan is passionate about marketing
farm operations and connecting with
the human side of farming.
Tegan grew up on the Murray River, in
Howlong, a town on the New South
Wales/Victorian Border.
Tegan is also building the Hicks
Country Beef operation, which she
runs with Tim, which connects her
further with regional communities
across NE Victoria and improves her
marketing skills with a focus on
attracting investors to purchase our
prototype farms.
Tegan was a conveyancor at Hume
Bank so understand the legal
requirements of establishing a
business like Cultivate Farms.
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Tim Hicks
Farmer Director | Co-Founder
Tim is an aspiring farmer who is
realising his and Tegan’s pathway to
farm ownership through hard work,
hustle and passion. Tim is passionate
about breeding cattle and knows how
to grow grass.
The original idea generator behind
Cultivate Farms and has a focus on
supporting our next generation
farmers.

Contact.
Email: sam@cultivatefarms.com
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Website

Cultivate Farms

YouTube
Newsletter
Facebook
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Twitter
Instagram
Podcast
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